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Keep track of changing privacy laws all in one place. 

More than 200 new privacy laws were introduced 

globally last year. Avoid surprises or running out of 

time to comply with privacy law monitoring.

PRIVACY LAW MONITORING

Osano’s cookie consent platform is powered by a 

single line of JavaScript. No hooks, callbacks, or 

complicated deployments are required.

EASE OF USE

Visibility into 3rd party vendors can save a potential 

PR nightmare, loss of service from vendors due to 

lawsuits, and evidence of employing world-class data 

privacy practices in the event of a breach. Osano's 

team of 24 attorneys score the data privacy practices 

of more than 10k companies. Vendor monitoring allows 

you to track changes to your vendors’ risk management 

practices, spot risky vendors, and follow data 

movement from your vendors to 4th parties.

VENDOR MONITORING

Osano's cookie consent/preference management is 

used by more than 750k websites and is the most 

widely deployed cookie consent management software

in the world. Osano manages the compliance of more 

than 2 billion monthly visitors, while also automa-

tically monitoring your vendors for risk and the 

mission-critical portions of your data privacy 

compliance.

CONSENT MANAGEMENT PLATFORM

K E Y  B E N E F I T S

Osano is an easy-to-use, complete data privacy platform that quickly
helps businesses to become compliant with virtually all privacy legislation
around the globe. Platform features include Consent Management, GDPR 
Representative Services, and Vendor Monitoring. 

A B O U T  O S A N O

Osano and Exterro have launched a partnership to pair Osano’s industry-leading 
cookie consent management and vendor monitoring with Exterro’s powerful Legal 
GRC suite of privacy, e-discovery and risk management applications This integration
will allow websites to instantly comply with all major data privacy laws, spanning 
more than 40 countries and 34 languages.


